
 
StrikerÂ® Targets are crafted from AR500 steel.

Striker Targets Creates Innovative Target Stand
Tyler Collins March 25, 2016

StrikerÂ® Targets recently announced the creation of their
innovative Universal Target Stand, which is portable and
versatile for shooting practice.

(Newswire.net -- March 24, 2016) La Verne, California -- The
creative minds at Striker® Targets and Tactical Gear in La Verne,

California are at it again.  The company recently announced that they’re now offering an innovative target design called
the AR500 Universal Target Stand  (UTS).  This durable new stand is designed to be easy to transport, easy to set up
and versatile enough for a variety of shooting activities.  Like the other products made by the company, the UTS is
crafted from tough steel, including the AR500 ballistic steel front plate.  “Our Universal Target Stand is perfect for
practice, competition, or just having fun,” says Brent Lippincot, president of Striker®. “The AR500 front plate allows the
target to withstand most common rifle and pistol calibers.” To learn more about this unique target stand and the other
targets the company manufactures, visit http://www.strikertargets.com/ar500-targets/.

The company designed their Universal Target Stand to be easy to assemble, requiring simple hand tools to affix two
bolts that hold the unit together while in use.  It breaks down into a compact package when shooting is finished for the
day. The stand even includes a built-in handle to allow easy transport. The Striker® UTS can hold up to three targets at
once, giving shooters the flexibility to practice different techniques or use different firearms without the constant need
for resetting targets. “We put a lot of effort into designing an industry leading target stand,” adds Brent. “The UTS
represents our commitment to producing the best AR500 equipment on the market.”

Striker® uses the same ballistic-resistant AR500 steel to craft a variety of practice targets, including animal silhouettes,
reactive targets, and target plates used in competitions sanctioned by the International Practical Shooting
Confederation (IPSC).  The very same steel is used by the company to manufacture a line of body armor plates that
meet NIJ Level III protection. In the armor plates, a specialized coating is applied to reduce fragmentation of the steel
when struck by projectiles.  Every steel product is manufactured by Striker® Targets in the California headquarters,
which also houses a retail store where customers can find a full line of survival gear, protective apparel, and tactical
equipment.  To learn more about the company and their retail location, visit http://www.strikertargets.com/.

About Striker® Targets

With decades of experience in the shooting industry, the California-based Striker® Targets and Tactical Gear is an
industry leader in AR500 targets, body armor, and tactical gear. The company manages a very user-friendly website, or
you can visit their impressive, fully-stocked showroom in person. Striker's outstanding selection of tactical gear far
exceeds that of its competitors, and they are your go-to source for all your tactical needs.
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